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StickyBot - Climbing with dry
adhesives

Stanford researchers have patented a bio-inspired device designed to scale smooth
vertical surfaces using anisotropic frictional materials. The device draws its
inspiration from geckos and other climbing lizards and employs similar compliance
and force control strategies to climb (or hang onto) smooth vertical surfaces
including glass, tile and plastic panels. This invention has been extensively tested on
the gecko mimicking robot 'StickyBot.' It can be used on climbing robots or in any
other application requiring a temporary or directional adhesive – such as in devices
currently employing suction cups.

Stickybot III homepage

http://bdml.stanford.edu/twiki/bin/view/Rise/StickyBotIII.html


Stage of Research:
Current protoype is the StickyBot III as shown on the project website

Applications
Anything requiring temporary, directional, and/or dry adhesives - such as items
currently using suction cups
Climbing robots (particularly those designed for smooth, vertical or near
vertical surfaces)
Robots that need to negotiate tricky surfaces, such as pipes/pipelines,
structural columns/poles, structural members, etc.

Advantages
Adheres quickly and with high force in one direction, releases quickly and
smoothly when appropriately pulled in the other
Does not require high forces (especially normal forces) to achieve good
adhesion or set the adhesive material
Dry, temporary adhesive that is durable and can be used repeatedly
Leaves no residue and is easy to use in adhesive applications
Permits previously unattainable robotic mobility
Can miniaturize the features of the material to less than 1 micrometer to get
higher efficiencies and/or smaller devices
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